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I. Introductions: 

  Attendees introduced themselves and what program/dept. they were representing.  
 

II. Discussion Points: 

 Suzanna mentioned the infographic that went up to the board  
 The infographic mentioned goals towards the strategic plan and where it currently is at 

in its process, along with including sub data and on the Riverside, there were services 
and activities we provide to work towards suicide prevention.  

 The front back infographic was prepared to share with the board as well, and they 
were given a complete packet that included overall goals and objectives during the 
presentation.  

 We are bringing back our focus on developing a suicide death review team and create action 
items on how to contribute  

 

 Our next steps are to get approval from the coroner’s office to contribute to a 
data strategy for documenting detailed information around suicide deaths.  



 

 
 

  Our goal is to develop a relationship with the corners office to be able to get 
documentation and create a review team that will document and gather 
additional information so we can closely align our prevention efforts.  

 Diana spoke to public health about trying to find an in road and materials were 
provided by humboldt about how to proceed with the county. 

 We must think about the staff resource to pull reports from. 

 Lily shared the three data bases: autopsy, fatality, and law enforcement.  

 The person in charge of data would pull from the three then we would be 
required to get information from a family member.  

o The project is time consuming but it will helps us reach the suicide prevention goal. Suzanna 
needs to get the byan from the coroner’s office and then look into staff.  

 The data that could be gathered would be helpful for our team and we should start off with a 
sample since not having real time data is a barrier.  

 We need to modify being able to gather information quicker due to the population of Riverside. 

 Our goal is to have information that will be beneficial to prevention.  
- 20 to 30 suicide death cases per month, view 5 a week  
- 10 cases per meeting + 5 more due to old/new cases  
- The plan is to review 30 cases in a 2 hour monthly meeting. 

III. Questions:  

 Is it a realistic thought to do 25-30 cases a month?   
o There would be no way to do that due to needing a selection to choose from like age groups 

or othe5r methods. 
 Is there an idea to come up with a projected plan for a suicide death review team?  
 Would the plan make it their goal to aggravate pieces of information and have 

strategies to go about?  
 Who will this information potentially go out to? 

o We could think about utilizing other resources to get access to reports and have someone 
read them to and not need a suicide death team for those sources.  

   
 
IV. Action Items: 

 Suzanna mentioned that we can collect briefs from other counties, departments, old ones we 
produced ourselves, and put them up on google drive then pull content that is need.    

 We could make regional maps by age and do region place/state holder groups 

 Sub-committee will work on map for the brief  and will discuss using regions or zip codes for 
groups  

V. Next Meeting:  

 Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:00am - 10:00am 
 

 
 
 
Notes recorded by:  
Cassandra Cisneros, OA ll  I MHSA PEI  


